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Vicon® Industries V1110B-THM-TEMP THERMAL BODY TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT NETWORK CAMERA 
	SECURITY SYSTEM
28 23 00 VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

GENERAL

	All equipment and materials used shall be standard components that are regularly manufactured and used in the manufacturer’s system.


	All systems and components shall have been thoroughly tested and proven in actual use.


	All systems and components shall be provided with the availability of a toll free 24- hour technical support phone number from the manufacturer. This no charge service shall be available to dealers and installers.


THERMAL BODY TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT NETWORK CAMERA 

	The thermal camera shall provide for contactless measurement of people as they enter a facility. The thermal camera shall be available for indoor use. The thermal camera shall provide both a thermal camera and visible camera; the thermal camera shall provide 400x300 resolution and the visible camera shall offer 2 MP (1920x1080) resolution and shall have true WDR. It shall be bi-spectral (two lenses), a fixed thermal 8 mm lens and a motorized visible 2.7-12 mm lens. 


	The camera shall include a blackbody thermal detection unit that shall maintain calibration; it shall provide accuracy ±0.54° F (±0.3° C) for medical body temperature detection. The camera shall be supplied with one each of a wall and pendant/ceiling mount. A tripod mounting option shall also be available. 


	The thermal camera shall provide alarm inputs and outputs and two-way audio. Facial mask detection shall be available as well as over temperature alarms.


	The response time shall be 30 milliseconds.


	Video Content Analysis (VCA) shall include smart body detection, line cross (single and double), object left/removed and perimeter. It shall also provide Defog and motion detection.


	The thermal camera shall be powered by PoE or 12 VDC. 


	The thermal camera shall have two streams of video, thermal and visible, and support H.264/H.265 and M-JPEG compression. 


	Camera features shall include TWDR, mirror, AGC, privacy masking, ROI, digital zoom and motion detection. It shall include an SD card slot for on-board storage.


	The thermal camera system shall be configurable for either a standalone or integrated system. It shall be able to be used with an ONVIF-compliant VMS system.


	The thermal camera shall meet the FCC requirements for a Class A device. It shall include support for the industry-standard ONVIF G/S/Q interface. It shall be IP66-rated to withstand rain, dust and vandalism. The thermal camera shall meet FDA requirements and shall meet the latest regulations to be NDAA compliant.


	The thermal camera shall meet or exceed the following design and performance specifications.



THERMAL/VISIBLE CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS

	Imaging Device:	Thermal Camera: long-life uncooled IRFPA 
                                             Microbolometer 
                                             Visible Camera: 1/2.8-inch CMOS 
	Max. Resolution:	Thermal Camera: 400 (H) x 300 (V) effective pixels
                                             Visible Camera: 2 MP (1920x1080)
	Shutter Speed:	Visible Camera: 1/5 - 1/20,000 sec
	Automatic Gain Control:	Yes (AGC)
	Sensitivity:	Thermal Camera: 40 mK @F1.0, 300K
Visible Camera: Color: 0.1 lux; B&W: 0.01 lux 
@f/1.2, AGC On.
	Tilt and Horizontal	Mount dependent
	Digital Zoom:	Yes (ROI)
	Lens Adjustment:	Visible Camera: Motorized lens
	Focal Length:	Thermal Camera: fixed 8 mm 
                                             Visible Camera: 2.7-12 mm varifocal 
	Field of View:	Thermal Camera: 46° (H); 35° (V)
                                             Visible Camera: 105° - 32° (wide-tele)
	Temperature Detection: 	Body detection (supports 16 targets). Temperature 
                                             Alarm for over temperature and temperature difference. 
                                             Precision: ±0.54° F (±0.3° C) with blackbody. Response 
                                             time: <30 ms. Pixel Pitch: 17 µm. Spectral range: 
                                             8 to 14 µm. Color palettes: up to 17 modes 
                                            (black-heat/white-heat/rainbow/iron-red)


ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

	Input Voltage:	12 VDC or PoE
	Current:	12 VDC: 0.83 A
	Power Consumption):	10 W
	Connectors:	Power: 12 VDC connector or PoE RJ-45

		Video/Data: RJ-45
		Alarm: screw terminal
		Audio: jacks
		Slot for Micro SD card 
		RS-485: 2-pin connector
		Reset button
	Radio Frequency	

	Emission Rating: 	FCC Class A; CE

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

	Operating Temperature:	-22° to 140°F (-30° to 50°C)

	
	Humidity:	Up to 90% relative, non-condensing


PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

	Construction:	Metal
	Dimensions:	Height: 5.4 in. (136 mm), 

Width: 7.2 in. (182 mm) 
Length: 8.3 in. (212 mm), including sunshield and mount
	Weight: 	Approximately 4.4 lb (2 kg)


MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

	Camera Mount:	Surface mount; a variety of mounting options available 
Adjustments:	Mount allows positioning 


NETWORK VIDEO SPECIFICATIONS

Communication Platform:	Open platform; compatible with Valerus 
	Video Management System or other ONVIF-based VMS
	Compression:	H.264/H.265; M-JPEG 
	LAN Interface:	10/100 Base-T; one IP address for two channels
	Video Channels	Thermal and Visible streams
	Resolution and Frame Rate:	Thermal Camera: Main Stream: D1; Sub-Stream: CIF
Visible Camera: Main Stream:1920x1080 (2 MP), 1280x720; Sub-Stream: D1, VGA, 640x360, CIF, QVG, 
Max 30/25 fps 
	Web Browser:	Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome

Users:	Live viewing for up to 10 clients
Image Settings:	Mirror; configurable brightness, contrast, saturation,
                                              chroma, sharpness; AGC; Electronic Shutter; automatic 
                                              or manual; digital zoom; motion detection; 
                                              zoom and focus (motorized lens model)
	VCA	Defog, Motion Detection, Line Cross (single and double)
                                             Object Left/Removed, Perimeter 
	Supported Protocols:	IPv4/IPv6, TCP/ UDP, HTTP, RTSP, RTCP, RTP, SIP
                                             DHCP, SMTP, DNS, PPPOE, 802.1x 

CERTIFICATIONS

	CE
UL

FCC, Class A
	IP66

WARRANTY

	3 years, parts and labor


BLACKBODY SPECIFICATIONS
Temperature Range:	86° to 122° F (30° to 50° C)
Emissive Area: 		2.8 x 2.8 in. (72 x 72 mm)
Temperature Resolution: 	0.018° F (0.01 C)
Accuracy:			±0.36° F (±0.2° C)
Stability:			±0.27° F/10 min (±0.15° C/10 min)
Emissivity:			0.97 ±0.02
Power Supply:		24 VDC; power supply included
Operating Ambient
Temperature:		32° to 104°F (0° to 40°C); 
                                             up to 90% relative, non-condensing
	Dimensions: 		7.1 x.4.3 x 4.3 in. (180 x 110 x 110 mm)
Weight:			3.1 lb (1.4 kg)

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS

	The thermal body measurement camera shall be Vicon Industries Model V1110B-THM-TEMP.
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